
Adapted/Plush Toys 
UCP00091 Mumbo Hippo 

 
 

 

This plush toy has been adapted with a 

jack for a switch (not included), and 

when the switch is activated, the hippo 

walks, growls, wags its tail, and 

stretches with her mouth open. 

UCP00150 Bump n' Go Fire Engine 

 
 

 

Pressing your capability switch 

activates the bump-n-go action.  The 

lights will flash and the sirens will 

sound all the while as the firefighter 

moves up and down the 

ladder…saving cats from trees! 

UCP00178 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hug & learn baby tad 

 
 

 

The colors on Tads chest flash to the 

beat when he sings songs. Squeezing 

his foot turns him on and off, and when 

you squeeze his cheek, he gives you a 

kiss. Baby Tad plays soothing 

melodies, and sings 6 happy songs. 

UCP00898 Smurf 

 
 

 

This cuddly toy has been adapted to 

connect to your capability switch. This 

Smurf provides tons of fun for kids of 

all ages.   

UCP00975 Teddy Ruxpin 

 

 

Teddy instills a love of reading and 

adventure, and builds vocabulary and 

comprehension skills. Teddy's 

Animation has perfect lip sync with 

every story he tells.  

 

UCP00987 Castle Music Box 

 
 

Activate your capability switch and the 

King and Queen will dance around the 

castle while a lullaby plays. 

 

 



UCP00990 Plush Rabbit Switch 

 
 

 

Cute and cuddly Robbie Rabbit hops, 

wiggles his nose, raises his ears, and 

squeaks. This item can attach to any 

capability switch. 

UCP 00992 Plush Dinosaur 

 
 

 

This sound effects dinosaur is switch 

activated. The movements include a 

realistic growling sound, walking and 

overall movement. 

UCP00993 Puppy Plush 

 
 

 

This soft and cuddly St. Bernard Puppy 

tops out the cute meter. Specially 

adapted for switches, you can take him 

for a walk, watch him wag his tail and 

bark. He is a wonderful pet to have. 

 

UCP00994 Rainbow Pig Plush 

 
 

 

This brightly colored plush pig walks 

and snorts. It is specially adapted for 

an external switch. This toy is a great 

way for children to learn the cause and 

effect relationship.  

UCP00995 Pony pal adapted plush 

 
 

 

Watch Pony Pal walk, talk and make 

animal sounds. Cute and cuddly, this 

toy will provide you with hours of 

excitement! Capability switch required 

with this toy. 

 

 

UCP00996 Baby Elephant 

 

 

This elephant moves its head, trunk 

and makes elephant sounds!  Activate 

elephant by pressing the switch button! 

 

 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 



UCP00997 Psychedelic hippo 

 
 

 

This hippo mimics a real 

hippopotamus.  He walks close to the 

floor and snaps his mouth!  This toy 

could be connected to any capability 

switch. 

 

UCP01000 Plush Donkey 

 

 

This plush toy has been adapted with a 

jack for a switch (not included), and 

when the switch is activated, the 

donkey walks, growls, wags its tail, 

and stretches with her mouth open. 

 

 

UCP01003 Little Einstein’s Leo 

 

 

Soft and cuddly Leo talks and sings 

two classical songs when you give him 

a squeeze! Bring the Little Einstein’s 

to life with these soft Classical Music 

Friends. 

 

UCP01045 Terry the Penguin 

 
 

 

This adapted toy is sure to be a lot of 

fun. Its waddle is sure to make your 

child laugh. This plush penguin can be 

activated by a switch. 

UCP01075 Lovely Monkey 

 

 

The plush lovely monkey is a fun 

switch-adapted friend that walks, talks, 

and makes animal sounds when a 

capability switch is pressed. 

 

 

UCP01083 Mini Jet 

 
 

 

The mini jet is a great way to interact 

with friend and for children to use their 

imagination. Its noise effects have real 

life sound. 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 



UCP01117 Colors in Motion 

 
 

 

This adapted toy can be activated by 

the range textured internal switch or 

can be attached to an eternal switch of 

your choice. 

UCP01126  

Monty the Moose 

 
 

 

 

With a squeeze on the belly, or a press 

of a switch 13" this plush toy sings two 

songs and says phrases from their 

episode. 

UCP01144 Laugh & Learn Puppy 

 

 

This cute puppy combines learning 

with musical play.  He teaches body 

parts, colors and the alphabet using fun 

phrases and songs that are activated by 

pressing the touch picture pad in front 

of him. 

 

 

UCP01153 Sparkles the Clown 

 
 

 

This busy box activates sound and 

lights by pressing the nose, bowtie 

switch by rolling the mouth. This 

adapted toy encourages fine motor 

skills and the cause and effect 

relationship.  

UCP01403 Jumping Jack Frog 

 

 

The Jumping Jack Frog, is a touch 

activated toy designed for use by 

children with special needs. Touching 

the bumpy plate makes the felt frog’s 

arms and legs swing while one of 

seven high- quality songs plays.  

 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 



UCP01338 Doodle Lady Bug 

 
 

 

This scribbly scrawly creepy crawly 

toy helps you create amazing drawings 

for you to color and keep! Choose a 

pen, select a pattern and get Doodle 

Daisy drawing! 

UCP01424 Brown Dinosaur 

 
 

 

Light and sound remote control T-Rex. 

This T-Rex has high quality detail, 

realistic growling, walking and overall 

movement. 

UCP01432 Sponge Bob Bubble Machine 

 

 

Interactive bubble play! Activate your 

capability switch and thousands of 

bubbles will be blown by your favorite 

characters. Dora and Sponge 

Bob come with a special character 

bubble wand and four ounces of 

bubble solution. Works with or without 

a capability switch. 

 

Busy Boxes 
UCP00153 Bubble Busy Box 

 
 

 

Finger Isolation Bubble Busy Box is a 

sensory busy box designed to provide 

stimulation and recreation for children 

with cognitive, physical, neurological, 

and visual disabilities.   

UCP00185 Explore-a-center 

 
 

 

This fun floor or tabletop busy box 

provides the user with eight activities 

which turn on multi-colored blinking 

lights, mechanical music, vibration and 

many different sounds including 

children’s laughter, water splashing, 

and circus music.  

 



UCP00977 Sound Effects Carousel 

 
 

 

Twelve different sound effects are pre-

recorded and played when the child 

presses on one of the 12 sides of this 

delightful spinning toy.   

UCP01033 Finger isolation busy box 

 
 

 

To activate a response an individual 

has to purposefully press the recessed 

buttons with his or her finger.  

UCP01039 

UCP01040 

Compact activity center 

 

 
 

 

Features a bead curtain, a dome with 

brightly-colored sequins which spin 

when the button is pressed, a textured 

plate which vibrates and lights up 

when pressed, and a Pull ball that turns 

on a music box. 

 

UCP01121 Hearing Impaired Activity Center 

 
 

 

This activity center is specially-

designed to introduce individuals who 

cannot see or hear, to the world of 

play. Includes a spinning soft cloth, a 

vibrating plate and a fan. 

UCP01134 Singing Sunrise Busy Box 

 
 

 

This toy helps teach cause and effect to 

children with special needs This toy 

offers a variety of tactile experiences, 

songs, multi-colored blinking lights, 

sounds, and vibration.  

 

UCP01146 Sensory Motor Busy Box 

 

 
 

 

This busy box offers stimulation when 

you activate it, glitter flies around the 

dome. The T-handle is good for 

increasing your grip. Music plays 

when the handle is moved all the way 

forward. When you press the lips, your 

pre-recorded messages play.  

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 



UCP01148 Talking Shape  Busy Box 

 
  

 

Record a message for each shape and 

explore the many different tactile 

textures while hearing your message 

played. The Busy Box encourages 

shape and color recognition while the 

mirrored background is wonderful for 

self-exploration. 

 

UCP01149 Town & Country Busy Box 

 
 

 

This colorful busy box helps increase 

fine motor skills and provides visual 

and auditory stimulation through 

movement, lights and music.  

Communication Devices 
UCP00151 P Step-by-step Communicator 

 
 

 

Communicating with friends, teachers 

and family members can be a richer, 

more meaningful experience with 

sequential messaging. With 2 minutes 

of recording time, you can records as 

many messages as you need.  

UCP00152 Cheap Talk 4A w/ Jacks 8 

 
 

 

Activated by pressing one of the four 

message squares or by plugging 

external switches into the four input 

jacks on the side, 5 seconds per 

message. Additionally, two output 

jacks allow unit to activate two 

devices.  

UCP01009 Step-by-step with Levels 

 
 

 

Levels are ideal for prerecording 

sequential messages to be used at 

specific times during the day, or for 

recording and storing sequential 

messages that are used on a regular 

basis.  

 



UCP01015 Talking Picture Card Holder 

 

 

iTalk2 is also perfect for asking and 

answering questions, telling jokes and 

making comments in social situations. 

With 2 minutes of recording time, the 

possibilities are endless. 

 

 

UCP01024 Green Big Mack switch 

 
 

 

The Big Mack is a simple, single-

message voice output communication 

aid.  A peer or companion can quickly 

change messages so the user is able to 

communicate throughout the day.   

UCP01130 Stove Communicator 

 
 

 

You can record cooking instructions or 

songs. When the user stirs the pot with 

a special spatula the recording plays. It 

also comes with pre-recorded sounds 

including, water boiling, and eggs 

frying.  

 

 

Electronic Toys 
UCP00170 Pooh Beehive Counter 

 
 

 

This lively toy encourages number 

recognition and counting skills while 

providing lights and music.  

UCP00171 Turn and Learn 

 
 

 

Thomas The Tank Turn and Learn Toy 

says 19 different phrases and is for 

kids 18 months and up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UCP00172 High Flying Language Learner 

 
 

 

Have fun while learning letter sounds 

and letter recognition. This toy 

provides a fun and games while 

learning new skills 

UCP00173 Leap Pad w/ Carrying case 

 
 

 

LeapPad LeapFrog Plus Writing 

Microphone Learning System Console 

with 5 Game Cartridges, 2 Books, 

LeapFrog Game Case with Stylus 

Microphone. 

UCP00174 Little Linguist 

 

 

By playing with an assortment of 

charming, stand-alone characters, 

children can learn names, greetings, 

and even simple sentences in 

languages such as English, Spanish, 

French and Japanese! 

 

UCP00175 

UCP00176 ABC’s 

UCP00177 Pooh 

Leappad book - leap to the moon 

 
 

 

Take a trip to the moon and learn new 

skills along the way. Including 

counting, sorting, skip counting and 

recognizing patterns. 

UCP00179 Shake, giggle & roll 

 
 

 

 This specially designed ball is motion-

activated and spins in every direction. 

Fun music, silly character phrases, 

wacky sounds and giggles play as the 

ball zips on its way. 

 

UCP00180 Aqua doodle 

 

 

Kids can doodle away to their heart's 

content with no danger of mess, or 

even just scribble over the Aquadoodle 

mat to magically reveal hidden 

pictures.  When the water dries out, 

the doodles disappear so the fun can 

start all over again. 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 



UCP0180 Carpenter Light and Learn Bench 

 
 

 

This interactive toy’s visual and 

auditory stimulation provides hours of 

fun for young children. It increases 

shape recognition and provides music 

as a reward. 

UCP00982 Kick Start Crib Activity Center 

 

 

This toy helps children with their 

kicking action through the activation of 

music, sounds, lights, and spinning 

objects. The child explores activities 

that include a clicking leaf, a sliding 

ladybug, a textured roller, a spinner 

toy, and a mirror.  

UCP00984 Electronic Letter/Number Book 

 
 

 

Help your child learn their numbers by 

with this interactive toy. Press the 

letters and numbers to hear songs and 

number rhymes. 

UCP00985 My First Leap Pad 

 

 

My First LeapPad is a portable 

learning system with a built-in 

storybook and magic pen. Interactive 

games help them explore the alphabet, 

learn letters and phonics, and develop 

object, shape and color identification.  

 

UCP01013 Nursery Rhyme Land 

 
 

 

Listen to your favorite nursery rhymes 

while learning to count. Animal sounds 

and music make this interactive toy 

sure to provide hours of fun! 

UCP01016 Leap Learning Piano 

 

 
 

 

This toy allows your child to hear what 

the shape and color on a key by 

pressing it, and by pressing on a 

character button you can hear the name 

and sound of the instrument the 

character is playing. 

 

 



UCP01026 Leap Frog Phonics Writing Desk 

 
 

 

An innovative learning toy from 

LeapFrog, the Phonics Writing Desk 

teaches the alphabet, phonics, reading 

and word creation with an engaging, 

interactive technology. A "magic" 

writing screen and pen, along with a 

friendly LCD screen, show how upper- 

and lowercase letters are written.  

 

UCP01027 Pooh Phonics & You 

 
 

 

Practice letter recognition and sounds 

with this entertaining activity board. 

This item also includes a convenient 

carrying handle. 

 

 

UCP01036 Busy Gears 

 

 
 

 

Encourage hands-on exploration and 

discovery with electronic gears that go 

round 'n round, flashing lights and 

happy songs! The interchangeable 

gears can also be stacked, sorted and 

re-arranged.  

UCP01037 Curiosity Cube 

 

 

The Earlyears Curiosity Cube has 6 

sides of activities for baby to explore. 

Some of the activities in Curiosity 

Cube include a moving bead maze and 

spinning disks. With the Curiosity 

Cube baby can make clicking sounds, 

rattle noises, and "rainstick" sounds. 

 

 

UCP01067 Learn Through Music 

 
 

 

 It features a touch screen, function 

buttons, and a small microphone for 

the child to sing along. It works with 

cartridges featuring popular children's 

characters, including Sesame 

Street characters.  

 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 



UCP01071 Leap fridge phonics 

 

 

This set of 26 colorful, easy-grip 

magnetic letters and magnetic letter 

reader that attaches securely to your 

fridge. Each letter talks, sings and 

teaches letter names, letter sounds and 

learning songs.  

 

UCP01072 Discovery Ball 

 

 

The Discovery Ball engages your little 

one's senses with singing, music, 

sound and lights. This is designed to 

introduce letters, phonics and musical 

awareness in a fun and playful way.  

 

UCP01074 Musical Activity Ladybug 

 
 

 

Funtime Activity Bug is lots of fun for 

early learners. This interactive ladybug 

stimulates youngsters’ tactile and 

motor skills. Features include large 

buttons, fun sound effects, flashing 

lights and rotating beads. 

  

 

 

UCP01078 

Slide & Learn Story book 

 

 

The Vtech Winnie the Pooh Slide 'n 

Learn Storybook edition features A. A. 

Milne's and Disney's classic characters. 

The songs and spoken content can 

guide children through the interactive, 

teaching pages. They can engage a 

child with sliding, turning and peek-a-

boo elements. A child can enjoy 

playing and learning at the same time. 

 

UCP01085 Sparkling Symphony Stacker 

 

 

 

From baby's earliest days, classical 

music can help spark the development 

of skills that will last a lifetime. 

Sparkling Symphony toys enrich your 

baby's development with classical 

selections by Mozart, Beethoven and 

others, along with traditional children's 

songs. Your baby will love stacking 

these shiny stars and seeing them 

twinkle to sparkling sound effects. 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 



UCP01089 Leap's Phonics Library 

 

 

 

Learning is as fun as any game when 

you're doing it with the Phonics 

Library by LeapFrog. Seven fun 

activities teach letter recognition, 

phonics and spelling. Correct answers 

are rewarded by fun flashing stars. 

Includes an easy-carry handle for on-

the-go fun. Includes volume control for 

quieter play. 

 

USP01090 Crazy Legs Noodle Bug 

 

 

This rare educational toy will help 

teach your child shapes, letters, and 

dexterity. When the toy is pulled, 

lights and music sound. When the 

"legs" are matched with their shape, a 

voice calls out shape and color. 

 

 

UCP01092 Little Touch Leap Pad 

 

 

Babies will love the music and 

soundscapes. Toddlers will be 

stimulated by the word play, while 

preschoolers will love the silly rhymes. 

Other features include volume control, 

carry handle, and soft lap cushioning. 

 

 

 

 

UCP01093 

Phonics Writing Desk 

 
 

 

The Phonics Writing Desk teaches the 

alphabet, phonics, reading and word 

creation with an engaging, interactive 

technology. A "magic" writing screen 

and pen, along with a friendly LCD 

screen, show how upper- and 

lowercase letters are written. 

 

UCP01094 Powertouch Baby 

 

 

Place the activity card and cartridge 

into your base unit and get ready to 

call up the fun as baby calls Little 

People® friends and plans a birthday 

celebration! Baby can touch words and 

pictures for music, sounds, speech and 

plenty of interactive fun.  

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 

 



UCP01095 Alphabet Apple 

 

 

Learn everything from letters to telling 

time with the VTech Alphabet Apple! 

This learning apple features a clock 

with movable arms to encourage basic 

time telling skills, fun, letter-specific 

animal graphics on each of the 26 letter 

buttons, and a Music Mode with 26 

melodies to explore.  

 

UCP01098 Fly & discover globe 

 
 

 

Young explorers and animal lovers 

alike can jump into the pilot's seat to 

get a closer look at our living planet 

with this Fly and Discover Globe. 

Children will love piloting the plane on 

the globe to new sites and animal 

habitats around the world. 

 

UCP01100 My first laptop 

 
 

 

Includes forest phonics, number order, 

puzzle pieces, and musical fun 

activities. Encourages logical thinking, 

visualization skills, and hand-eye 

coordination. 

 

UCP01101 Leap Phonics Pond 

 

 

The Leaps Phonics Pond has exciting 

learning games that challenge children 

to find letters, hear their phonetic 

sounds and create more than 450 

words. Features catchy tunes and 

jumping fish that light up to reward 

correct answers. Teaches letters, 

phonics and spelling of 3 letter words. 

 

UCP01104 Story reader 

 

 
 

 

Story Reader interactive books are a 

terrific way for children to begin 

learning to read. Just place the 24-page 

illustrated book inside the portable 

plastic Story Reader, insert the 

cartridge, and open the cover. A 

narrator will begin reading at any page 

the book is opened to.  

 



UCP01106 Bird Bath Shapes & Numbers 

 
 

 

This musical toy provides learning 

opportunities and fun. Press the 

numbers and get an instant reward with 

music, lights and sounds. 

UCP01107 Noah's Ark Animal Plane 

 
 

 

Noah’s ship includes animals, Noah 

and his wife. The ship even has an 

anchor and a colorful walkway so that 

the animals can easily come aboard. 

 

UCP01108 Leap story book blocks 

 

 
 

 

StoryBlock book allows baby to join in 

the reading fun while developing 

motor skills and learning about cause 

& effect. Music and animal sounds 

encourage interaction, and chunky 

book pages are the perfect size for little 

hands.  

 

 

UCP01109 Leap Frog Learning Drum 

 

 

 

Four fun learning modes include 

ABCs, 123, Follow the Beat and 

Interactive Song. Tap the drum's top to 

see patterns, numbers and letters flash 

across in red lights. Press the yellow 

star on front to hear 3 background 

melodies and different drum sounds. 

  

 

UCP01110 Search & Discover Book 

 
 

 

This bright and colorful book promotes 

reading and encourages language 

development. 

 

 

 

 

 



UCP01113 Leap Fridge Farm Magnet Animal 

Set 

 
 

 

This magnetic animal set plays 

learning songs to teach children about 

animals. It makes up to 25 wacky 

animal combinations; ideal for toddlers 

1 to 5 years old. 

 

UCP01115 Pooh See-n-Say Talking Fun 

 
 

 

Pooh See-N-Say provides fun along 

with education coming from their 

favorite character. 

 

 

 

UCP01116 

Tad's Counting Farm 

 

 

 

Introduce your child to animal names 

and sounds with the LeapFrog Magic 

Smart Block Book. Turn tabbed pages 

to hear a delightful story. Your little 

one will learn to match the picture on 

the page with the pictures on the 

movable block while being exposed to 

printed words and the numbers 1 

through 5. 

 

UCP01122 See & Learn Driver Leap 

 

 

 

This toy lets little ones drive their 

learning potential as they play. 

Expressly for babies 12 months and up, 

the interactive steering wheel and 5 

leaning modes—upper case, lower 

case, numbers, driving and music— 

ensure that baby is exposed to a variety 

of basic skills.  

 

UCP01125 911 Phone 

 
 

 

Teach your child the difference 

between emergencies and non-

emergencies with this 911 phone. 

Discuss when it is appropriate to call 

911. 



UCP01137 Leap & Groove Musical Table 

 

 

This table is designed for children ages 

six months to three years, this 

innovative toy is chock full of learning 

and musical activities designed to 

provide visual and auditory stimulation 

and motor skill development, as well 

as opportunities to learn about colors, 

the alphabet, and opposites for older 

children -- and much more. 

 

UCP01138 Doodlepro – magnadoodle 

 

 
 

 

Now Doodle Pro has a new look with 

all the same great features that make 

drawing with Doodle Pro convenient! 

Includes a large drawing screen, easy 

slider eraser, and 2 snap fit shaped 

stampers. Two handles and a centrally 

located pen make drawing on-the-go 

easy. 

 

UCP01142 Air-tivity Action Desk 

 
 

 

This activity desk provides fun for 

children ages 6 months to 3 years 

through music, lights and colors. Let 

you child explore their imagination and 

learn. 

UCP01145 Leap Math Desk 

 

 
 

 

Playtime becomes learning with 

abacus beads, clues, games and songs 

that make math fun! Features Six 

learning modes teach counting, number 

writing from 1-20, and beginning 

addition and subtraction Interactive 

LCD shows how to write numbers.  

UCP01405 Crawl Along Snail 

 

 

For tummy time, baby will enjoy 

looking in the mirror, listening to 

music and sounds. For sit-up play, 

there’s back and forth rocking motion. 

And when baby’s ready to crawl, the 

snail will lead the way, wobbling along 

with lively music and dancing lights! 

 

Reported broken 

8/18/16 



 Fine Motor 
UCP00155 Geometric Shape Puzzle 

 
 

 

This Wooden Geometry Shapes 

Puzzle looks like a great little toy for 

kids to practice organizing and 

recognizing shapes.  

UCP00156 Textured shapes puzzle 

 

 
 

 

Great for not only teaching shapes, but 

teaching kids to identify textures and 

colors.  The textures and colors on the 

puzzle pieces can be matched to the 

textures and colors on the puzzle’s 

base. 

 

UCP00157 Shapes Jumbo Knob Puzzle 

 

 
 

 

This jumbo puzzle has easy to hold 

pieces which are easy to place back in 

correct spots.  Great for children who 

love animals and may have difficulty 

grasping small pieces. 

 

UCP00188 Stacking Blocks 

 

 
 

 

 This is a great way to encourage 

imagination and creativity as well as 

work on coordination and motor 

skills.   

UCP00986 

UCP01079 giraffe Peek-A-Block Elephant 

 

 
 

 

Place a block on the elephant's seat and 

watch it flip as baby rolls or pulls 

it along. Strengthens gross motor skills 

as new walkers learn to pull the 

elephant along. Fun sounds & music 

strengthen auditory skills Stacking & 

sorting blocks enhances problem-

solving skills. 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00HG6PLSW/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00HG6PLSW&linkCode=as2&tag=mycoulib-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00HG6PLSW/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00HG6PLSW&linkCode=as2&tag=mycoulib-20


UCP01038 Wooden Bead Tracking Set 

 

 
 

 

This classic colorful collection of 30 

wooden beads with oversized holes 

and longer laces for littler hands, 

teaches children hand-eye coordination 

and color recognition.  

 

UCP01081 Dressing Vest 

 
 

 

Kids love our Button Occupational 

Therapy Vest. This product is made 

from heavy duty, cotton poly blend 

dressing vests encourage practice in 

basic dressing skills. 

UCP01084 Pets Shape Puzzle 

 
 

 

This large knob puzzle is a great tool 

for increasing hand-eye coordination 

and improving fine motor grasp and 

strength.  

UCP01120 Busy Box Maze 

 
 

 

Children use concentration and skill to 

roll the ball through the Lucky 

Labyrinth from the Small World 

Ryan's Room collection.  

 

 

 

UCP01162 Nine shapes puzzle 

 

 

 This simple wooden peg puzzle 

features brightly colored geometric 

shapes, all identified by name. Using 

the red knobs, children can easily grasp 

the nine removable pieces. 

 

UCP01396 Magneatos Jumbo 

 

 

Magneatos provides children with the 

foundation for beginning design 

principles, such as structure, pattern, 

sequencing and imaginative 

interpretation of familiar objects.  

 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0271/5777/products/HJC93018A_medium.jpg?v%3D1390581559&imgrefurl=http://www.maisiestoys.net/collections/all-products/games&h=201&w=240&tbnid=zhdsmcAH86mQIM:&zoom=1&docid=Vxy3DoF_3hS-eM&ei=Jp-tU-uTF8-MqAbds4LADQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CBQQMygMMAw4ZA&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=283&page=4&start=95&ndsp=40


 

UCP01397 

 

Fanta Color Junior 

 

 

 Fantacolor Junior is the perfect 

beginning art activity for 2 or 3 year 

olds. It includes a transparent pegboard 

with bright colored, chunky pegs that 

lock into the board. Picture cards slide 

behind for little ones to match colors, 

or they can create their own designs. 

  

UCP01399 Primary Lacing Beads 

 
 

 

30 wooden beads with oversized holes 

teach children hand-eye coordination 

and color recognition. Convenient 

wooden case makes clean up and 

storage a cinch. 

UCP01401 Zoo Sound Puzzle 

 

 
 

 

 

Listen to the voice of eight different 

wild animals when the puzzle pieces 

are correctly placed in the puzzle 

board. Each animal piece has a 

matching full-color picture beneath. 

This eye and ear catching puzzle 

enhances matching and listening skills. 

 

UCP01550 Kaleidome w/ Shapes 

 
 

 

This fun toy enhances matching, 

grasping, and releasing skills.  As the 

child fits a shape on the base, a light is 

activated.  When all twelve shapes are 

in place the large center dome lights 

up, music plays and pom-poms dance. 

 

Musical Toys 
UCP0143 Music Blocks and Cartridge 

 

 

NeuroSmith Music Blocks provides 

entertainment while it teaches and 

enhances infant development. The 

blocks use Mozart’s music to provide 

musical stimulation while developing 

gross and fine motor skills, eye-hand 

coordination, and visual 

discrimination. 



UCP00154 Butterfly Lights Puzzle 

 

 

Ideal for teaching spatial relations, this 

delightful butterfly puzzle is equipped 

with removable blocks that 

accommodate four differently shaped 

and colored pegs When all the pegs are 

successfully put in place, music plays 

and the butterfly's eyes light up. It's fun 

to watch and enjoy! 

 

UCP00158 Elmo's Rock 'n Roll Guitar 

 
 

 

 

He talks when you squeeze his nose 

and mouth, ears wiggle, press on his 

heart, pull open the band aide. He's so 

fun to play with!  

UCP00187 

UCP01123 

Musical Carousel 

 
 

 

You can use this wonderful musical 

instrument in four different ways: 

activate the attached yellow switch and 

the colorful bells twirl around 

sounding the musical scale while the 

multi-colored LEDs blink; or use your 

own capability switch to activate the 

toy. 

 

UCP00976 Musini 

 
 

 

Neurosmith's revolutionary Musini 

magically converts your child's energy 

into music and creativity! Musini's 

patented MagicSensor transforms any 

room into a musical playground where 

every step, turn, touch, and tap 

activates a unique musical response.  

 

UCP01019 Nursery Rhyme Caterpillar 

 

 

Listen and learn! Come and learn your 

favorite nursery rhymes with our 

brightly colored textured friend. 

Activate each of the tactile switches 

and listen to the pre-recorded nursery 

rhymes. 

 



UCP01034 Bouncing Butterfly 

 

 

This cuddly crawl about Bouncing 

Butterfly will scoot across the floor 

and play twelve different melodies 

which is great for teaching cause and 

effect while also developing tactile 

skills. To activate this adorable 

creature, simply press the body or 

activate your capability switch to 

watch this critter for 10 seconds per 

activation. 

 

UCP01082 Musical Hands Mat 

 

 
 

 

Perfect toy and gift, for preschoolers! 

This portable mat is also a piano! The 

8 brightly colored, tactile stimulating 

handprints act as piano keys. Features 

piano, bell, dog, chick and cat sounds.  

UCP01096 
Fisher Price Musical Crib Toy 

 

 
 

 

 

Keep your baby relaxed with the 

Fisher Price  Rainforest Waterfall 

Soother. This Fisher Price baby 

soother will lull your baby to sleep 

with the soothing sounds of a tropical 

waterfall. The glowing blue waterfall 

features a mesmerizing motion that 

leads down to a pool of real bubbling 

water.  

 

UCP01099 Compose and Play Orchestra 

 

 
 

 

This activity gym plays five classical 

pieces, and four nursery tunes with 

sparkling light and sound effects. 

Includes Newborn Mode, Infant Mode 

and Toddler Mode. 

UCP01132 Step a Sounds Mat 

 
 

 

This large and colorful piano mat has 

step on keys, 8 musical instruments, 

and special effect sounds. Interactive 

toy will provide hours of fun and 

enjoyment with sound and song 

recording features.  



UCP01139 FP Kick 'n Play Piano 

 

 

The Fisher-Price Kick & Play Piano 

Gym is an innovative platform that 

combines classic gym play with the 

proven format of a kick-at musical 

piano. This is a top item in our Baby 

Registry. This gym is re-positionable 

in each of its four modes of play and is 

designed to grow with the baby. 

 

UCP01154 Ring Around Bells 

 
 

 

Activate an external switch to turn on 

the toy and watch as the eight colorful 

bells twirl around sounding off the 

musical scale. The bells are precision-

tuned to provide clear sounds. 

UCP00208 Learn and Dance Zoo 

 
 

 

This interactive zoo features two sets 

of four brightly colored buttons: one 

set on top of trees and another set of 

larger buttons placed low for easier 

access. These buttons introduce new 

animal friends through short, playful 

songs. 

UCP00209 Spinning Symphony 

 

 

Fantastic classical music fun! Spinning 

Symphony is a fantastic way to 

enhance musical interest and engage in 

active exploration, which helps to 

increase auditory development and 

listening skills. Press any of the  

bright colored instrument switches to 

hear six different Mozart 

compositions.  

 

Reading Library 
UCP00183 Scooby story reader books  

UCP00184 Assorted story reader books  

UCP01046 Book of Possibilities  

UCP01047 Russ & the Apple Tree Surprise  

UCP01048 We'll Paint the Octopus Red  

UCP01049 Rolling Along w/ Goldilocks and  



UCP01050 Imagine Me on a Sit-Ski  

UCP01051 My Brother, Matthew  

UCP01052 Yoga for the Special Child  

UCP01053 I'm the Big Sister Now  

UCP01054 Danny and the Merry-Go-Round  

UCP01055 Expecting Adam  

UCP01056 Differences in Common  

UCP01057 Shelley, the Hyperactive Turtle  

UCP01058 Views from Our Shoes  

UCP01059 Princess Pooh  

UCP01060 Veronica's First Year  

UCP01061 Andy and His Yellow Frisbee  

UCP01062 He's My Brother  

UCP01063 Uncommon Fathers  

UCP01064 Creative Play Activities for Child  

UCP01065 Delicate Threads  

Recreation 
 

 

UCP00161 

`AmTryke 12" 

 
 

 

AM-12 Hand/Foot Cycle 12 inch Front 

Wheel with 1400 Seat back.  New 

features include rear steering, wider 

wheel base and longer frame. 

UCP00162 Koosh Catchers 

 
 

 

This outdoor game is great for 

increasing gross motor skills and 

coordination. 

UCP00163 Ready Racer 

 
 

 

Recommended for children ages 18 

months to five years, the Tumble 

Forms 2 Ready Racer is a pre-

wheelchair, pediatric mobility aid that 

combines high-performance 

wheelchair handling with style. 

 

UCP00168 Power Link 3 

 

An environmental control unit that 

allows the student to operate small 

electrical appliances through switch 

access. The control unit has two double 

outlets and is durable, portable, and 

meets rigorous safety standards. 



UCP00189 Scooby doo pinball machine 

 
 

 

This machine is a perfect beginner 

pinball machine. It provides tons of fun 

for  young children and their friends.  

UCP01017 Lighted Boom Box 

 
 

 

This Boom Box provides great sound, 

along with a blend of colors to enhance 

visual attention.  

 

UCP01125 Wagon with blocks 

 

 

 

Our Mega Block Wagons feature a 

tipping bucket for filling that adds to 

the fun. Our Mega Block toys help in 

improving the motor skills and 

knowledge about shapes and colors of 

your kids. 

 

UCP01157 
Music & Lights Sit 'n Spin 

 

 
 

 

When children press the top of this 

very special Sit 'N Spin, they're treated 

to music and lights. Each time they 

press they'll hear 1 of 6 classic 

children's songs. Or for quiet play, 

children can just hold the wheel as they 

spin. 

 

UCP01349  Red Car 

 
 

 

This red Mustang looks just like the 

real thing with its authentic design and 

black rally stripes. The radio-control 

transmitter features a dual joystick 

design for moving forward, backward, 

left, or right.  

 

UCP01406 Aquarium and Playmat with Pole 

 
 

This activity gym grows with baby 

through three developmental stages. 

Stimulating patterns and activities 

invite baby to bat, grasp and kick. For 

tummy-time fun, attach toys to the mat 

to encourage reaching and pushing up. 

 



UCP01398 Fraction Action Board 

 
 

 

Children explore sorting, sequencing 

and fraction skills with the Fraction 

Action Board. Reinforces shape-

recognition and color matching and 

develops fine-motor skills and hand-

eye coordination.  

Sensory 
UCP00159 Vibrating light with music 

 
 

 

Now with a bright LED! We've 

updated our bestselling vibrating light 

with brighter lights. This fun light 

encourages individuals to reach out. 

The textured plate lights up and 

vibrates when pressed, increasing 

visual, auditory and tactile 

experiences.  

 

UCP00164 4” 

UCP00165 8” 

UCP00166 12” 

Knobbie Ball  

 
 

 

Sensory Balls enhance sensory 

stimulation and these nubbly textured 

balls are an amazing tactile ball 

product. 

UCP00983 All That Glitters 

 
 

 

This multi dome activity center 

rewards the user with lights, vibration, 

music and flying beads and glitter. All 

that glitters is ideal for visual, auditory 

and tactile awakening. 

 

UCP01035 Musical Fan 

 
 

 

 

This is a great tool to teach cause and 

effect.  Press the textured, yellow 

switch and the fan will be activated 

and plays music!  This is a great device 

on a warm day. 



UCP01041 Mini Shooting Stars 

 

 
 

 

 Activate by pressing on the clear top 

and the stars will shoot all around 

while the device lights up, plays music 

and vibrates. Mini-Shooting stars 

enhances visual attention, sensory 

awareness and auditory skills.  

UCP01105 Aqua Bubble Panels 

 

 
 

 

 

This switch activated bubble panel 

provides calming sensory stimulation 

and can be attached a variety of 

switches. 

UCP01873 Kissing Critters 

 

 

 

A fun way to develop hand-eye 

coordination! These lovable little 

critters need your help to find each 

other! When their noses are lightly 

touched together you are rewarded 

with lights, music and vibration. 

 

UCP00204 Ocean Wave Light 

 
 

 

Our Wave Projector Light has 12 

LEDs which cycle between red, blue, 

green and multicolor transforming 

your sensory room into a peaceful 

oasis. Built-in speaker is iPod and MP3 

compatible.  

UCP00205 Starry Night 

 
 

 

Activate your switch and relax to your 

favorite calming sound while watching 

the stars projected on your ceiling. 

Sounds include birds, brooks, 

rainforest, ocean waves, and rain.  

UCP00206 Sound Pillow 

 

 

Sound and vibration! We’ve switch 

adapted the sound machine in this 

vibrating pillow. Sound machine has 

four sound choices: music, water, 

white noise and a heartbeat. 

 



UCP00207 Tubular Vibrator 

 

 

Vibrotactile feedback! This flexible, 2-

speed vibrator is switch activated and 

can be wrapped around almost any part 

of the body to provide enjoyable 

vibrotactile feedback. 

 

 

UCP00210 Shimmering Dome 

 

 

Beautiful color patterns! Activate the 

black frame of the dome and hear 

music while watching the beautiful 

multi-colored light show (music plays 

for 20 seconds). The color patterns are 

mesmerizing. Great for increasing 

visual attention and color recognition. 

 

 

UCP00211 Fiber Flash Lamp 

 

 

Now with music! We have added 

music to our attention getting Fiber 

Flash Lamp. Everyone will be 

delighted to get sensory input from this 

combination when they activate their 

capability switch. 

 

 

UCP00212 Jelly Ball Lamp 

 

 

 Activate your capability switch and 

watch the jelly balls light up, float and 

tumble around. Teach cause and effect 

and increases visual attention or just 

use as a calming and relaxing 

diversion. Works with or without a 

capability switch. 

 

 

UCP00212 Interchangeable Textured Roller 

 

 

Comes with large and small bead 

chains, two different rope textures and 

a soft ribbed texture. Rollers can be 

easily changed with the slip-in slip-out 

pin. The base has three yellow blinking 

locator lights that invite the user to 

give the roller a spin. 

 



Switches 
UCP00167 P Jelly Bean Switch 

 

 

This is a small, easy to activate switch 

can be used with older children when 

teaching fine motor skills. 

UCP00169 Blue/Yellow mini-switch 

 

 

The button click switch is a capability 

switch that provides momentary output 

when activated by just 40 grams of 

pressure. Use it with toys or with other 

adapted devices. The button click 

switch’s blue case and yellow button 

help it stand out. 

 

UCP00182 Button Click Switch 

 
 

 

This switch hits the spot! 

This reliable button switch provides 

momentary output using just 40 grams 

of pressure. Size: 2½"L x 2½"W. 

Weight: ¼ lb. 

UCP00999 Koosh Switch 

 

 

Spongy, springy fun! 

All ages will enjoy our colorful 

Koosh™ Switch. Touch the 

compelling ball of rubber strings and 

you are instantly rewarded with lights, 

music and vibration. Great fun! Lights 

and music are disabled when used as a 

switch. 

 

UCP01001 Ultimate Switch 

 

 
 

 

This switch is designed to be used by 

even the most profoundly challenged 

or neurologically impaired individuals. 

It requires only the slightest touch for 

activation. Works great as a head 

switch or for any part of the body. 19" 

Gooseneck and universal clamp 

included. 

 



UCP1004 

UCP01008 

 

Petite Pillow Switch 

 

 

 

Decorative patterns! Our soft, pliable 

Petite Pillow Switch is ideal for people 

with limited head and limb 

movements. The unique switch is 

encased in foam and covered with a 

soft bag which can be easily removed 

and washed. 

 

UCP01006 

UCP01007 

Oval Texture Switch/Latch/Timer 

 
 

 

This brightly colored switch has 

texture making it pleasing to all users. 

The large yellow button makes it very 

easy to press. 

UCP01010 Vertical Plate Switch 

 
 

 

 This special red/white switch is useful 

when only sideswiping of midline 

movements are possible.  The switch 

can be positioned vertically or at a 45 

degree angle; suction cups included. 

UCP01011 Vertical Wobble Switch 

 

 

This popular vertically mounted 

wobble switch is activated simply by a 

swiping action to the wobbling unit. 

Makes a great switch for any child and 

is fun to use.  

 

 

UCP01012 

Cow Switch 

 
 

 

 

These silly animal faces activate 

switch operated toys. The items 

provides a large strike area for easier 

use. 

UCP01018 Airlink Cordless Switch 

 

 

The AirLink Cordless Switch works at 

distances up to 20 feet. It is used with 

the Power Link 3 Environmental 

Control Unit. Can be used to activate 

other devices by attaching 5 ft. cord. 

2.5 in. activation surface. 

 



UCP01019 Snail Slide Switch 

 
 

 

This switch can be used to activate 

another toys by moving the knob up 

the circle and when you reach the end, 

it rewards the child with lights and 

music. 

UCP01023 Fishy Fascination switch 

   
 

 

This switch activated toy has spinning 

toys with different textures and 

provides stimulation through lights and 

music. Attach your favorite switch and 

enjoy the fun! 

 


